My H-E-B
Gamifying The Online Shopping Experience
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INTRODUCTION

6 The Team
10 The Mission
14 The Process

“
From eight different majors and five different countries,
eleven students came together to form the collaborative powerhouse
that would research and develop the future of online shopping.
Differing passions and life experiences blended seamlessly to
create rich and complex concepts that complemented H-E-B
brand much like the fine food that it sells.

“
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THE TEAM
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Ana Soto
Service Design
San Jose, Costa Rica

Sari Gillbert
Interactive Design and
Game Development
Studio City, CA, US

Hugo H Pereira
Sequential Art and
Game Design
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Xenia Viladas
Service Design
Barcelona, Spain
Sandra M Montalvo
Design Management
Bradenton, FL, US
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Boyu Ye
Interactive Design and
Industrial Design
Shaanxi, China

Daneil Pomidor
Game Design
Tallahassee, FL, US

Haotian Du
Sevice Design
Beijing, China

Jing Zhang
Graphic Design
Beijing, China

Kaushik Padmanabhan
Game Design
Bangalore, India

Ojasvi Jay Trikha
Advertising
New Delhi, India

Siji Chen
Motion Media
Chengdu, China

Wei Hung Isaac Hsu
Service Design
Taipei, Taiwan
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“
Kick-off Week allowed the team to internalize the project
brief and understand the task to be developed. After
getting better acquainted with each other, the team met
the client, Bill Triplett, during a presentation where he
explained the brief and his vision for the class.

“
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THE MISSION
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The Mission

To research and develop a fun and exciting
online grocery shopping experience that
allows customers to browse, learn about
new products, and make purchases.
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“
In order to understand the task at hand and find the path
toward a meaningful outcome, the team followed the
Double Diamond Design Process, created by the British
Design Council. The process is broken down into four
phases of Discover, Define, Develop, and Deliver.

“
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THE PROCESS

15

Week 2

Week1

Project Kick-off

The team spent the
first week becoming
acquainted with the
project brief, the H-E-B
brand, and the client.

Secondary
Research

Building upon the
team’s understanding
of the brief, the scope
of research broadened from
the H-E-B brand to food
retailers in general and
gamified systems currently
in the marketplace.The team
sought to understand online
shopping experiences and
gamified system design.

Weeks 1-3,
Phase 1: Discover
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Week 3

Primary
Research
While the majority of the
team continued to gain the
best understanding possible
of the competitive
marketplace in which the
H-E-B brands currently
operate, Professor Gilbert
and a team of three had the
opportunity to travel to
Houston, TX, and learn about
the business in context.

Week4

Week5

Research
Analysis

Bringing all the research
together, the team’s main
focus was to ensure that
every member had a solid
understanding of the
brand, the consumers
and gamified systems
in order to present to the
client and move forward
with development.

Weeks 4-5,
Phase 2: Define

The Mid-term

With key learnings and a
general direction defined,
the team shared its
progress with the client.
From the meeting the
team gained invaluable
insight into the direction
and vision that the client
had in mind and clear
view of the desired
outcome ahead.

Week 6

Week 7

Concept
Development

The final concept came to
life with the team unified
around a singular vision.
The entire concept was
visualized into screens,
a user interface, and
examples backed up by a
dashboard of desired
outcomes and indicators.

Weeks 6-7,
Phase 3: Develop

Final Concept
Check-in

The possibilities for
implementation were
brought to life for the client
in a final walk through of the
concept. With the system
laid out on the wall and
desired outcomes
displayed clearly, the team
was able to show how we
were meeting the goals of
the project.

Week8

Production

The team broke down
into three teams to
finalize the gamified
system. Teams were
focused on the process
book and video pitch, the
final prototype, and a
detailed document of
specifications.

Week 9

Production
Part 2, Editing

With the process book at
the printer, the teams
honed in on perfecting
the pitch, the business
rationale and the
prototype, in the final
stretch of the project.

Week10

Final Presentation
In the final meeting with the
client, the team presented
its final prototype through a
three minute pitch video
and a walk through of the
business rationale and the
different elements of the
gamified system.

Weeks 8-10,
Phase4: Deliver
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“
In order to better understand the way H-E-B
approaches the behaviors, wishes and perceptions
of its customers, the team took a deep look into its
brands and their social media presence.

“
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THE BRAND

21

Based in San Antonio, Tx, H-E-B is one of the nation’s
largest independently owned food retailers. As part of
the company’s core values, they are known for their
charitable donations and community involvement.

Quality service | Low prices | Selection

Marketing tools and offerings
•
•
•
•
•
•

App
Digital coupons
Shopping lists
Sweepstakes
Primopicks
Social media: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest,
Instagram, Youtube, Foursquare
• About 14 private labels (i.e H-E-Buddy,
Cocinaware, H‑E‑B Organics)

“Love my #HEB store!!”
-Twitter user

22

Tone of Voice
Inviting + Relatable

Brand Elements
• Red and bold design choices
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H-E-B stores with an expanded offering of non-food
categories like electronics, toys, outdoor furniture,
housewares, apparel and baby products.

Offers the lowest prices in the market. Their
product selection includes fresh produce to
top quality meats and everything in between.
Joe V’s customers find great diverse deals that
change with the product availability.

One-stop | Convinient | Efficient

Best prices | Quality guaranteed

Marketing tools and offerings

Marketing tools and offerings

No individual brand assets, share
mayority with H-E-B brand.

• Social media presence: Facebook
• Weekly ad
• Text Joe for each week’s low prices

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Digital coupons
App
Shopping lists
Sweepstakes
Social media: Foursquare
About 14 private labels i.e. ChefStyle,
Sear ‘N Smoke, Cocinaware

Offers an organic and international unique food
selection, including a European-style bakery and
extensive wine and beer selections. The chain is
composed of eight stores all around Texas.

Latino-themed store owned by H-E-B. Mi tienda
means “My Store” in Spanish. In-store, they offer
home-style Mexican baked goods, a tortilleria and
a carniceria. Mi Tienda also house a restaurant.

Unique | Quality | Modern

Low prices | Authentic products

Marketing tools and offerings

Marketing tools and offerings

• In-store:
- Foodie finds in-store
- Dinner for two
- Weekly specials
- Events + festivals
• Online:
- What’s cooking: cooking tips
- Recipe books
- Entertaining themes: recepies for
themed parties
- Blog postings
- Online newsletter
• Social media presence: Facebook, Twitter
• Catering services
• Gift cards
• Cooking school with professional chefs

•
•
•
•
•

All offerings are completly in Spanish
Social media presence: Facebook
Daily discounts
Events
Authentic latino products
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Tone of Voice

Tone of Voice

Inviting + Relatable

Confident + Right

Brand Elements
• Red and bold design choices

Brand Elements
• Red + yellow color to express value prices
• Playful + comic-inspired visuals
• Bold design choices

“Thanks to your amazing store
“Great place to grocery shop”
-Foursquare user

I just spent $74 on groceries,
to last my family of 3 [...] for 2
weeks. Thats right, you saw that
right, 2 WEEKS!”
- Facebook user
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Tone of Voice

Tone of Voice

Fun + Friendly

Familiar

Brand Elements

Brand Elements

• Clean and modern design choices

• Rustic design choices

• Hand script green logo (calls for natural

• North-mexican design visuals i.e. sun,

attributes of product offerings)

desert colors

• “Natural and fresh” photo-strategy

“I love the prices here! There’s an
“Thanks Central Market
Southlake baking class!”
- Facebook user

area where they make different types
of bread, drinks, snacks, and tortillas.
All fresh and made daily!”
- Yelp User
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“

To gain insight into the way the marketplace is changing for
grocery stores across the U.S., the team looked into H-E-B’s
top competitors. Criteria for analysis were brand equity, total
sales and customer satisfaction. For each selected competitor,
the team looked into how they were approaching the online space,
things to learn from indirect competitors, and ways to jump
ahead of direct competitors by looking for gaps in their offerings.

“
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COMPETITORS
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Walmart is an American multinational retail
corporation that offers discount department stores.
It operates around 3,800 stores across the 50 states.

Publix is a retail corporation found in 5 states
through the South East. It has been in
business for 85 years.

Total sales:

Total sales:

$82.1B / year

$25.1B / year

Marketing tools:

Marketing tools:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Daily savings center
Weekly ads
Promotions
Digital coupons

Recipes + Planning
Weekly ads
Clubs + Programs
Coupons

Offerings:

Offerings:

•
•
•
•

• Private owned brands
• No loyalty program
• 2 niche programs:
- Publix Baby Club
- Publix Preschool Pals

Value prices
Private owned brands
Loyalty program
Online orders picked up at store

Founded in Austin, Texas, Whole Foods Market Inc.
is an American supermarket chain that specialies
in organic food. They have stores all over the USA,
Canada and UK. It offers a premuim and first-class
shopping experience.

American e-commerce and cloud computing
company. Amazonfresh exists for consumers to
order groceries online for home delivery.
Amazonfresh is available in Seattle, Southern
California, Northern California and New York.

Total sales:

Total sales:

$13B / year

$29.33B / year

Marketing tools:

Marketing tools:

•
•
•
•

• Online ads

Healthy eating facts
Recipes
Blog
Content on food, people, planet

• Millenial common communication channels 		
like YouTube and Facebook

Offerings:

Offerings

• High quality product choices
• Premium services
• Online ordering + pick up at store
(meals, entrees and party must-haves)

• Free same-day and early morning
delivery of orders over $35
• Fresh grocery and local products
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“
From all sections of our research, the team compiled trends
in consumer behavior, brand marketing, technology, and
game design. Through this exercise, the team gained a better
understanding of how these trends will affect business offerings,
brands, and consumer behavior, and what kind of changes each
trend will bring about.

“
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TREND ANALYSIS
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34

Before

Standardized Gamified
Experiences

Ethnic Specific
Shopping Experience

Deals on Typical
American Holidays

Trend

Multiple Difficulty Levels

Ambi-Cultural Shoppers

The “New” Holiday Calendar

After

Rewards Based on Effort
and Time Invested

Multi-Cultural Shopping Options

+ Chinese, Latin and Indian
Holidays, etc.

Singular, Straightforward
Experience

Multiple Brands, Lots of
Options per Product

Single Store Loyalty

Waning Attention Span

More People Buying Private
Label Brands

Fresh Produce

Multiple Gameplays and Activites

Diversity of Products not
Diversity of Brands

Multi-Store Shopping Trips

Classic Top “100” Leaderboard

One-Size-Fits-All

Segmented Experiences
(OL v OG)

Everyone Is a Winner

Multi-Channel Sales,
Consumer Dialogue

Virtual Reality

Inverse Leaderboard

Personalized, “My”
Shopping Experience

Blended Experiences
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Before

Online As A Mirror To On-Ground

Shopping To Browse
Not t o Buy

Finishable Games

Trend

Online Only, Unique Product
Offerings

Shoppers On A Mission

Personal Betterment,
“Play It Again”

After

Online As A Compliment to
the On-Ground Ex.

Fast-Track Search And
Geo-Location Tech.

Simple, Endless Mobile Games

Lengthy Written Product
Descriptors

Digital Discounts

GPS (Directions To Store)

Video Communication
and Expression

Custom E-Coupons

Geo-Cache Location
Services, Bluetooth

Quick Videos for Explanations

Personal Loyalty Rewards

In-Store Location
(Get Through Store)

Type to Search

End of Task Badges, Prizes

Visual-Driven Comm.,
Wearable Tech.

Engaging Experiences

Photo and Voice Based
Search Capabilities

Process Badges Reward

Linear Business, Producer
to Consumer
The Impatient Consumer
Co-Created Vaue and
Cyclical Business Model
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Sm all Achievem ent s

Before

Work to Progress through Levels

Single Player Focus,
Personal Achievement

Digital Interaction Only

Trend

Level Progression with
Unlockable Features

#FOMO, Bragging on
Social Media

LARPing, Real Life
Player Interaction

After

Reward The User, no
Overwhelming Content

Social Games, FB
Challenges, Posting

Promoted Social Gatherings

Digital Only Rewards/
Useless Points

Selection of Frozen and
Premade Meals

Impulse Buying at the Register

Physically Redeemable Points

Decline of Packaged
Goods Sales

Snacks As Meals

Tangible Rewards, Visual

More Fresh Produce

Consumers Buy the Same Snacks
Each Trip

Points Progress
User-Permanent Items

Boutique Shopping

Tradeable/ Sellable
In-Game Items

All-In-One Online

In-Game Community, Marketplace

Variety In Online Offerings
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“
By looking at emerging technology, addictive games, and how
they hook the customer, the team was better informed and able
to design an engaging, exciting online shopping experience.
Looking across sectors and industries, the team identified
emerging paradigms and standards, that the developed concept
would have to uphold in order to be a meaningful contribution
to the marketplace.

“
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GAMIFIED SYSTEM
AND TECHNOLOGY
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Staggered Content

PBL

Locking content behind level caps, specific
requirements or badges avoids players from
being overwhelmed with the diverse features.

PBL’s, or “Points, Badges and Leaderboards”
are the basis of most gamified systems.
Most of systems use at least those features
as a way to engage the user and give them
a sense of progression.

Games and GS that Use This Feature:

Games and GS that Use This Feature:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Splatoon
Cityville2
World of Warcraft
Plants Vs. Zombies
Khan Academy

This Feature Promotes:

This Feature Promotes:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Easy player onboarding
Player control game’s complexity
Usage of game’s different features
Greater sense of player accomplishment

GAME ELEMENTS
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Air Canada’s Race Wings
Mobee
Duolingo
Treehouse
Steam

Longer play sessions
Increased replay value
Impulse purchases
Social media sharing

Neopets

Amiibo

Neopets is a children’s web-based virtual pet
game. Users are able to raise pets, take part
in a virtual market and stock market, battle
creatures, customize their homes, pets and
collect different items.

More than a game, amiibo are Nintendo’s Near
Field Communication figures. Essentially, they
are toys that come to life inside a game, when
near a console or portable gaming system.

Users Enjoy:

Users Enjoy:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

High levels of customization
Different themed areas
Periodical interactive narratives
Mini Games
Multiple ways to play
Several different collectibles
Interactions with other users

Collecting them
Raising them in unique ways
Customizing (in game and in real life)
Fighting other amiibo
Interacting differently based on each game
Playing alongside their amiibo

GAMES
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Duolingo

Red Robin App

This Gamified System is used to promote learning
new languages in an entertaining and challenging
way, through games, leaderboards, badges and
other game mechanics.

This fast food chain’s app let you play games
that feature their different products (raising
product awareness) while also offering rewards
for the customers.

Users Enjoy:

Users Enjoy:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Displaying their progress
Customizable learning experience
Learning while having fun
Having ways to keep their records
Leaderboards
Ability to skip certain parts of the system
Customization through virtual currency

GAMIFIED SYSTEMS
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Several Mini Games
Earning rewards just by playing games
Customizing burgers
Placing orders
Social media integration
Several functions in a single place

Internet of Things

Bluetooth Low Energy Beacon

The Internet of Things relates to the constant
communication of smart devices, allowing
users to have more customizable and bespoke
experiences.

These beacons can connect to smart devices
to track their position and transmit information,
allowing the collection and application of very
important data that can be used to customize the
customer’s experience.

Users enjoy:

Users enjoy:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Smart Diametric Clothing
Dynamic environment experiences
Supply tracking
Reduce waste/energy usage
Optimal routes
Smart notifications

Remote surveillance & Response
Proximity Check-in
Data Transfer
Near Field Communication
Guide System
Hands-Free payment

TECHNOLOGY
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“

The bottom line for the team was to create an online service
that promotes the purchasing of items from H-E-B. In order to
meet that goal, the team had to better understand what the
current online experience was for shoppers. They entered this
stage of the research not to see what the competition was
offering but to find out how consumers approached the process
and how it made them feel. The team used mixed methods,
switching from secondary to primary research techniques,
including user interviews, to paint a picture of the online

44

“

shopping journey.

ONLINE SHOPPING
EXPERIENCE

Checkout
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Name: Sara
Age: 62
Home: Florida
Household: Two Grandchildren
Occupation: Housewife, Retired Soccer Mom

• Groceries:
- Not Online
“I like to go out, I’m not homebound...
I like to drive.”
paper list or mental list
- 3 difffferent stores:
Winn Dixie for meat
Publix for Fruit
Fresh Market sometimes, they have
the best roses.
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• Favorite Online Retailers:
RueLala, Zulily, Zappos, Amazon
• Free Time:
Reading, Playing Solitaire/Free Card
Games, Word Puzzles on Kindle Fire.
“ I stopped playing AngryBirds when it
started asking me to pay for it.”

Insights:
• It is easy to campare of prices and qualites.
• It is easy to locate alternative retailers.
• Some people do read “Terms of conditions”.

Online Shopping Journey:

1. Google Search
for the Product

2. Compare Prices

3. Choose Online
Retailer

4. Read Customer
Reviews, Return Policy
and Shipping Costs

5. Make Purchase

$
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Name: Tyler

Age: 22

Home: Seattle, WA
Household: Just moved to the area,
starting his career
Occupation: User-Interface Designer

• Groceries: No online shopping
Assumes online is more expensive
No list, shops the store by aisle and
by meal time:
-Breakfast (Orange Juice, Milk)
-Lunch (Deli Meat...)

• Favorite Online Retailers: Bonobos
• Favorite App: ToDoist
“I get points for getting things done, in
the app I’m called a Karma Master.”
• Free Time: Plays MOBAs
(multiplayer online battler arena);
Watches Hulu, HBONow.
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Insights:
• Source websites provide more information
• Reviews are key
• Low prices prevail

Online Shopping Journey:

1. Search
Amazon.com

2. Continue to
source website

3. Back to Amazon
for reviews

5. Make Purchase

$

4. Save items for
later purchase
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Name: Bibi		

Age: 25

Home: Austin, TX
Household: Single, living with boyfriend
Occupation: Education Policy Advisor

Groceries: Shops at HEB, Central Market for the
icecream and the café. Shops at Randall’s for last
minute items and bagels.
“You can’t beat HEB prices... I really try to buy
local and avoid the made in Mexico items.”
“I use the HEB app all the time to look at coupons
and deals, but using it during the check out
process is really complicated, so I use the
coupons out of the weekly ad.”
“I don’t shop a lot online because I like to touch
things, and hold them before I buy them.”
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“I bought groceries online for my office: drinks
(LaCroix), nuts and fruit... we used Instacart.”
“I keep a magnetic list on the fridge all week,
cut coupons from the weekly ad on Wednesday
and go to the store with Roman on Sunday.”
• Free Time: Social Media: Instagram,
Facebook, texting my big family

Insights:
• Purchases can originate anywhere
• Check out is a potential painpoint

Online Shopping Journey:

2. Email from
fashion blogger

3. Choose Item

1. Social Media:
Instagram #likeiknowit,
Facebook Ads

5. Make Purchase or
Abandon Purchase

2. Return to Cart on
Nordstrom.com

3. Review Items

$
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“

TEXT
Service Design is an interdisciplinary approach that combines
different methods and tools. Some of these methods include
strategy, research, design and communication. The practice
generally results in the design of systems and processes
aimed to provide a holistic experience to the user. Service
Design thinking enables solutions for consciously designed
services that incorporate new business models and empathy
while considering the user’s needs to create new value in
society. Ecosystem mapping, stakeholder map, service
encounters map and service package are tools that helped
the team analyze HEB’s business environment and offerings.

“
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Service Design Thinking
Part 1

Stakeholder
Map

Ecosystem
Map

Service
Package

Encounter
Map
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The Gym
Other Groceries
Society/
The Community

Special Events

Doctors

Mobile Device

The Store

Local Restaurants

My
Consumer

Veterans

Ecosystem Map:
An ecosystem map helps visualizing the network of the independent

Schools

entities comprised in a value driven community. Every actor of an
ecosystem plays a role and the map helps identify the relationships
between them as well as the nature of the value they exchange. An
ecosystem map is a decision making tool on which to reflect on the
impact of changes in the position or relation of any given actor.

The News Media
(Publishing+Cable)
54

Factories/
Manufacturers

Logistics

Goods&Services
Money&Credits
Information
Intangible Value

Hospital

Fisherman

Govemment

s

Bank

Insurance Company

Farm/Farmers

System Diagram
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Stakeholder Map V.2
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The Community
Shoppers

Employee/
Partners
Suppliers

The Media

The “Butt” Family

Competitors

Logistics

Partners

Banks/
Financial
Institutions

School System

Texas Gov’T
Competitors

Primary
stakesholder
Secondary
stakesholder

Stakeholder map:
A stakeholders map is a visual representation of the various groups
involved with the organization. HEB is positioned in the center as we
are analyzing the organization and players around it. The outer layers
represent the primary and secondary stakeholders based on their
relationship to HEB and the relative importance to the project. It
helped the team understand and analyze the actors that have a role
in HEB’s business environment.
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Competitors

Suppliers

Texas Gov’T

The “Butt”
Family

Shoppers
Logistics

Banks/
Financial
Institutions

Employee/
Partners

The
Community

POWER

The Media
School
System

INTEREST

Stakeholder map 2 X 2:
A 2x2 is an organizational diagram used to illustrate how
multiple entities compare across two dimensions. In the
context of the project, we designed the diagram to position
the stakeholders according to both the power and the
interest they have on HEB.
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DIFFERENTIATING SERVICES

ENABLING SERVICES
Quality / Price ratio
Architecture and + Interior design

CORE SERVICE

Physical Distribution
Of Groceries

EASE OF ACCESS

Pharmacy
Restaurant
Parking
Logistics
Pants
Operation

Mobile app

Parking

Curbside

Webside

Instacart

Mobile app

Friendly staff
(Foodies, etc)

Store Decor
Community Center
Cooking Lessons

Promotions
HEBuddy
Coupons

Multiple locations

Curbside

QUALITY OF INTERACTION

Community Involvement

Website
In-Store display

Instacart

Selection
Price Matching

In store interactions
Proactive foodies
Module Box
Texan Culture

Social events
DEGREE OF PARTICIPATION

Shopping list
In store activities: cooking lessons

Service Package:
The service package is a Service Design tool used to organize and visualize
the service offerings. The core service is fundamental to the service offering:
the physical distribution of groceries. For this fundamental service to exist
facilitating services are needed. Without this second set of services the core
service couldn’t happen. The differentiating services are those that enrich
the experience. While not essential, enhancing services help to distinguish
the offering. The second part of the model (to the right) takes into account
the interactions with the users. For example, the ease of access and the
quality of the interactions with the service.
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Encounter Map

Run out of Paper towerls
Eat & Live

Digital coupon/ weekly app

Save Coupon(Reciept)

Shopping list/ Digital shopping list

Put away groceries

Ask if anyone needs anything

Unload car

Choose location
Answer the door

Go to webstie
Pay/ check out

Order online

Drive home

Choose time

Find the car

Get in the car

Exit

During
After

General In-Store
Shopping

General On-line Shopping
@Curbside

Arrive @curbsite
Interack with kiosk

Take recipet

Before

Arrive H-E-B

Unlock the trunk

Crab a cart

Pay

Check list

Unload cart

Make your way around the store

Get in line to check-out

Ask for help
Filling up the cart

Encounter Map:
A service encounter map provides a visualization
of the user’s experience through the service. The
touch-points where the user encounters the service
are used to map the experience. It is separated in the
different service stages: before, during and after the
service. The “short-cuts” in the middle represent the
journey the user follows when taking advantage of
HEB’s Curbside service.
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“
To put the team’s secondary research into context a small group
was given the opportunity to make the trip to Houston, TX. They
spent two days with the client, gaining a better understanding of
how H-E-B operates and what it is like to shop for groceries in
Texas. This trip was instrumental in defining our final outcome
and shaped the way we thought of Texas consumers in their
day-to-day life.

“
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Houston Trip

T
KE
TICCKET
TI
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HEB Plus Experience (Grand Parkway)
•
•
•
•

Unlike usual “everything store”
Inviting, naturally lit
Large aisles
2/3 were groceries

•
•
•
•

Warm and inviting
Lots of sampling areas
More guided store flow
Services were better featured

Presentation of Key Learnings

HEB (core) Experience (Bunker Hill)

62

HEB (up) Experience (San Felipe)

HEB Central Market Experience

• Two contrasting experiences:
Produce & Meat: low key lighting,
low ceiling, home feel
• Other products: High ceiling, natural
light, well lit, traditional store.

•
•
•
•

• Inviting and approachable from
the parking lot
• Forced flow that didn`t feel forced
• Seamless changes between areas
of the store

• Focus on user experiences
• Don’t advertise phones and their features
• Being used as a reference/inspiration for
the grocery store of the future

HEB (up) Experience (Montrose)

Clear forced flow (Ikea like)
Very distinct sub sections
Upscale street-market
Lots of customer engagement opportunities

Verizon Concept Store Experience

63

User
Experience

Free Samples
Coupons
The in-store experience of an H-E-B is
extremely interactive. Customers are able
to try new things at every turn and learn
about the products available not only from the
packaging, but from knowledgeable partners
as well. Promotions like the Combo Loco
encourage consumers to take home products
that they normally would not, and take them
on a journey around the store.
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Cooking Connection

Combo Loco

Recipes

Pre-cooked food

65

Visual
Identity

• Rustic, farm-like
• Warm, muted, pastel

Authenticity is portrayed through every
detail of the visual displays throughout the
store. Signs promote the feeling of a rustic
nostalgia that could only be found in Texas.
The hand painted quality and scripted
typography lend to the uniqueness of H-E-B
and make the consumer feel like they have
walked into a street market rather than a large
company chain of grocery stores.
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• Fancier signs and displays

• Vintage styles

• Unique, hand crafted signs

• Handwrting signs
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Human
Connection

The importance of the H-E-B partner is
something that cannot be ignored. Partners
are the ambassadors of the brand and bring
quality service to life. Beyond the partners,
community connections are consistently
encouraged not only in the shopping
experience but through the availability of
meeting rooms and cooking classes.

Partner Interaction
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Seasonal Events

Meeting Room

Cooking Connection

Cooking Class
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Customers

85%
Shoppers in Texas are unique, or else they
wouldn’t need a unique experience like the
one that H-E-B currently offers. Not only
are Texans extremely prideful individuals,
but they are also extremely conscious of
the time they spend in traffic. With most of
those Texans being women and 65% of
those women having to shop with their
kids, we focused around the mom persona.
Millennials were also a focus, given that
while this generation is still growing up
they are the going to be a major player in
the future of H-E-B.
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| women

65% | mom with kids

the
Millenials are
future
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“

After completing our primary and secondary research we
defined our insights. During this stage, all based on our
understanding of the H-E-B experience, we defined personas
and analyzed what they value through the Value Proposition
Canvas. Service blueprints and encounters maps were used
to further understand the service experience including all of
the user interactions.

Service Design Thinking
Part 2

Encounter
Map

Personas

Value Propostion
Canvas

Service
Blueprint
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Personas + Encounters Map:
Personas are fictional profiles representing user
groups that share interests and similar characteristics.
The personas created in the project depict the extremes of
the H-E-B’s consumer groups: the millennial, the soccer mom
and the H-E-B partner. The encounters maps visualize the
journeys these personas take to complete a purchase at H-E-B.
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Tracy Hollman

Two children (4 and 12 years old) and a dog
Age: 36 Gender: F
Marriage Status: Married
Education: Bachelor Degree
Job Title: Housewife
Annual Household Salary: $100,000
Location: Houston

5:30
Wakes up and
has breakfast
with the kids

TECHNOLOGY
Old laptop
IPad
Smartphones

General Characteristics:
Funny, enjoying parenting,
goal oriented, light-hearted,
strict budgeting.

9:00-13:00

16:00

Looks at
recipes and makes
shopping list
through the HEB app

Picks up her
child
from school

6:30

10:30

Drives kids to
school

Runs errands with
younger child

GROCERY ATTITUDE
Sensitive to prices
Likes to use coupons
Enjoys the shopping process
Always looking for new
recipes to cook

17:30

Grocery shopping

16:30
Drop off her
kids at soccer

LIFESTYLE
Enjoys having her younger
child at home with her
Stays connected with her friends.

Has dinner
with family

FAVORITES
Project Runway
Masterchef
The Good Wife
Cookery Shows

Focuses on quality ingredients
Likes to explore new things
Gets involved in community
events and charities
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18:30

Takes care of her parents

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook
Instagram

Start of day
Orders through
Amazon

Morning routine

Realizes she has
forgotten pull-ups
for baby

Creates shopping list

Picks up kid
and drives home

Drives kid
to school

Drives to HEB
with baby

Exits HEB

Samples
cooking booth

Buys ingredients
and finish purchasing
Interacts with
HEB partner
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Miguel
Age: 28

Generation: Millennial

Gender: M

Marriage Status: Single

General Characteristics:
Technology reliant, image-driven,
multitasking, open to change,
confident, team-oriented,
information rich, impatient, adaptable

Education: Bachelor Degree
Job Title: Computer systems analyst
Annual median salary: $79,680
Location: Huston

7:00

9:00-18:00

20:30

23:00

Wakes up from
the alarm and
has a quick
Breakfast

His working hours

Picks up his
groceries

Falls asleep
while using
cellphone

TECHNOLOGY
Apple Mac
IPod
X-Box
Platforms
Smartphones
Flat Screen TV

8:00

12:30

19:00

22:00

Drives to work and
reads news on his
phone

Has lunch
at the cafeteria

Drives to
get groceries

Eats dinner with
friends while
watching foodball

GROCERY ATTITUDE
Shops more frequently and
collaboratively.
Stocks up and replenishes
dominant shopping lists.
Values sales associates
as his trusted advisors.
Convenience and low price
are very important.
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LIFESTYLE
Feels strongly about personal
health.
Fitness is more than Shake
Weights and a PowerBar.

FAVORITES
Nike
Apple
“Saturday Night Live”
“Lord of The Rings”

Wants more friends.
Seeks peer affirmation.
Has a global view of travel;
enjoys every culture.
A big fan of American football.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram

Start of day
Starts shopping list
in the mobile app

Sleep time
Eats dinner
with friends

Goes to work

Checks out online

Drives home

Places order to
pick up at curbside

Chooses time + location
for pick up

Exits H-E-B

Picks up
at Curbside

Ends work

Drives to H-E-B

Buys Meal
in Minutes

Requests foodie
Receives advice
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Carolina Diaz

Age: 43
Gender: F
Marriage Status: Married
Education: Associate Degree
Job Title: H-E-B Partner (Chef)
Annual Household Salary: $65,000
Location: Houston

6:30

General Characteristics:
Kind, positive, serious, grateful

15:00

Wakes up and
eats breakfast

Attends
employee meeting

8:00
Arrives at H-E-B

13:00
Has lunch in
employee
resting area

23:00

Studies for
business class

Time to sleep

17:00
Gets off work
and goes home

TECHNOLOGY

GROCERY ATTITUDE

Smartphone

Can’t spend a lot on
groceries

Mainly stays at home.
Doesn’t like to travel

Uses employee discounts

No kids but is her
nephews’ guardian

Has to feed an extended
family

Likes kids

Laptop

19:00

LIFESTYLE

Has worked at HEB
for 4 years

FAVORITES
Reality TV shows
News
Novela

SOCIAL MEDIA
RSS News feed
Barely Facebook
Coursera
Food Blogs
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Early start of day
Takes Night
online classes

Eats
Breakfast

Eats dinner
with family

Commutes
to HEB

Commutes home

Arrives at H-E-B
to start shift

Leaves H-E-B
end of shift

Reaches out to other
employees + manager

Provides advice
and direction

Interacts with
customers
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Value Proposition Canvas:
The Value Proposition (VP) Canvas is a tool used to develop a
value concept from an empathic approach to what the users feel,
fear, and need. The customer profile (right section) describes the
characteristics of the user in more detail. This part includes the
jobs, pains they experience, and gains they would love to have
from the service. The second section describes the features
of the VP designed looking to address the customer’s profile
characteristics.We utilized the tool with each of our personas to
determine a suitable offering for each of them.
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meal plans

go to
social
connection
events

start
a children’s
initiative
@H-E-B

talk to
foodie

buy healthy
and nutritious
food for kids

join H-E-B
yoga class

go to
H-E-B beauty
section

go to
cooking
class and
make
friends

buy
pre-cooked
ready-cooked
food

do online
shopping
and order
delivery
service

talk to
foodie

remind
husband of
special days

get discount
information

Key Learnings:
The value proposition canvas of a Texas soccer

Gain Creators

mom was interesting to the group because it
brought us to the realization that the design
concept, in this case, is not just for a single
user. The very common reality is that moms are

Pains Relievers

passing their phones to their children in order
to keep them entertained. Just that singular
point brought up the ethical implications of who
is making purchases and how might the team
prevent under-aged users from racking up an

find
suggested
recipes for
the night

get reminders
for purchaser

redeem
personal
coupons

find low
traffic time
in store

entertain
children
on the
road

help
community

learn
about
nutrition
facts

schedule
her
week

attend/
create
family
days

attend
wine
tasting

keep
track
of cooking
connection
event @H-E-B

use H-E-B
car pool

unwanted curbside order.
H-E-B
high school
job portal
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Value
(discounts/
save money)

make
younger
friends

safety

more time
for me

long-lasting
marriage

community
involvement

efficiency/
time

to be sexy

entertained

social with
other moms

more help
from husband

kids have
good grades

Jobs

prepare
meals
happy and
healthy family

perfect
smiling kids

grocery
shopping

pick up kids
from soccer

be
popular
drive
children

plan
weekly
meal

plan
her
day

Gains
collect
coupons

house bills/
admin

relaxing a
glass of wine

cooking class
at H-E-B

looking
good

keep the
house clean

date with
husband

get a
babysitter

help child
with school’s
project.

Pains
traffic

it’s time
for “the talk”
with son

Susan gets a
new purse
every week!

fussy
children
at store

wake up
early

find a good
babysitter

Laura
always flirts
with Louis!

the house
is always
dirty

grocery is
expensive

making the
right, healthy
choice

what to
cook?

forget
the milk…

annoying
in-laws

no time
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Meal plans

join H-E-B
yoga class

buy
pre-cooked
ready-cooked
food

do online
shopping
and have
delivery
service

go to
social
connection
events

go to
H-E-B
organic
section

go to
cooking
class and
make
friends

talk to
foodie

get discount
information

Key Learnings:

Gain Creators

The millennial population of H-E-B shoppers is
not yet the majority but in order for this design
concept to be sustainable this very tech savvy

Pains Relievers

user group needed to be kept in mind. Through
the use of the value proposition canvas the
team was able to understand how the design
concept would support millennials in their
endeavors to be better connected to their

get reminders
for purchases

redeem
personal
coupons

find low
traffic time
in store

learn
about
nutritioned
facts

schedule
week

attend
tailgating

find
suggested
recipes for
the night

attend
wine
tasting

keep
track
of cooking
connection
event @H-E-B

community and to spend their time wisely. The
implications this had on the design was that
the game needed to facilitate shopping on a
social level and allow millennials to fill multiple
needs in one action.
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help
community

Be accepted

Getting
Laid

Fast / healthy
food

Play Xbox
games

Fast
shopping

Personalized
Experience

More followers
on
Instagram

Be trendy

Keep my job

Quit smoking

Buy more
local
products

Jobs

Have a social

Go to work

Make new
friends

Keep up with
friends on
social
media

Work out
at
the gym

Find a life
partner

Go
shopping

Go to
sporting
events

Planning
new meals

Spend more
time
online

Gains
Pains

Eating out

Trying new
recipes is
challenging

Digital
presence
is time
consuming

Going
for the
HUNT

Play video
games

Having to
drive
too much

Lack of
human
interaction

Late night
shopping

Like / Follow
me back

Spends too
much to
maintain
lifestyle

Not being
recognized
at work

Parents are
hard to
pleased

Over-stocking
the fridge

Cooking
for one
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Following
Miguel's
Food trends
Blog

Keep up with
Schedule

Virtually
interact
with foodies

Learn +
Socialize

Read Write
internal
support+
articles

Go to tech
learning
workshop

Attends H-E-B
event like
Salsa class

Create her
own
community
events

Uses the
novela theme
on H-E-B
choices

Study at
H-E-B
Library

Find healthy
choices

Key Learnings:

Gain Creators

In gaining a better understanding of the value
a design concept would bring to the H-E-B

Pains Relievers

partner the better, the team believed, the game
could be tied back to organizational goals and
business needs. Implications for design that
were brought to light via the canvas were that
partners as an integral part of the in store

Gets
notification

Use H-E-B
carpool

Cultural
events
@ H-E-B

Promote
diversity
in community

Participate
in partner
activities @
late night

Go to foodie
bonding
meeting

Refers
new
employees

Watch H-E-B
community
video

experience, should not only be represented in
the digital experience but encouraged to
interact with customers on the platform as well,
if only to ensure the games adoption throughout the customer population.
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find
suggested
recipes for
the night

Independence

friends
@work

want nephews

more

to behave and

communication

make new

among

friends

Foodies

career
advancement

be
Recognized

be tech
savvy

want more
time for
herself

More
involved
in
community

want to
start a food
blog

Gains
Pains
supports
extended
family

budgeting

I want kids
but i cant
have them

Mexican
Stereotypes

troubled
teens
in the family

struggling
with
aging

tired of
supporting
everybody
emotionally

paycheck
to
paycheck

Public
transportation
is a pain

happy

want more
kids in her
life

Jobs
sell
homemade
“salsa”
on the side

deal with
diabetes

work a lot
of extra
hours

volunteers
@
local school

save money
and send
money
home

go to
church

go dancing
with the
husband

night classes
for business
Management

help
customers
@ Central
Market

get groceries
@ Mi Tienda

ride public
transit

watch
Novelas

bringing
her family
to US

keep up
with the
food trend
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Service Blueprint:
Service blueprints are used to specify and analyze
each individual aspect of a service. This tool
incorporates the user, the service provider, and
other relevant parties involved, detailing from the
points of user interactions to the behind-the-scenes
processes. We used this tool to map the shopping
experience of the H-E-B personas, including the
pre-service, during-service and post-service actions.
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SERVICE BLUEPRINT:
TRACY, THE SOCCER MOM

Computer

Physical
Evidence

Flyer and ads

Laptop tablet

Tablet

Mini Van (SUV)

Mini Van (SUV)

Mini Van (SUV)

Mini Van (SUV)

Parking lot

Signage

Car

Cart

Smartphone list

Goes to
HEB

Finds
parking

Asks for kids
shopping cart

Checks
shopping list on
smartphone

Cooking

Cellphone

App

Channels

Store
Curbside
Website

User
Actions

Checks
Mailbox

Checking
email

Shopping list
on HEB App

Drives to school to
drop son with baby

Morning routine

Takes son to
soccer practice

Front
Stage

Staff

Back
Stage

Support
Service
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HEB MKTG
floor manager
& PR

CRM/ MKTG

Front-end
floor manager
Development

IT

Supermarket
floor manager
Maintenance

Store MGT/
HR Recruiting
training

Sam

Cook
Connectio

Cooking C
Des

Cookin
Energy

Cart

Cooking booth

Asks for kids
Ingredients

shopping cart

Smartphone list

Checks
shopping list on
smartphone

Samples

Cooking
Connection Staff

Gets ingredients
from cooking booth

Cooking
Connection Staff

Gets ingredients Car
Samples Check out Station
from cooking booth

Smartphone list

Cooking
Connection Staff

Staff

Staff talks to
kid

Cooking
Connection Staff

Ingredients

Cooking booth

Checks
shopping list

Cooking
Connection Staff

Checks out

Finds car

Staff talks
to trunk
Car’s
kid

Smartphone list

Check out Station

Car

ChecksCar
shopping list

Kitchen
Checks
out

Finds car

Cooking
Connection Staff

Loads car’s trunk

Amazon Dash

Check out Staff

Picks up son from
soccer practice

Arrives home
& organizes items

Realizes she
forgot Pull-ups
for baby

Orders through
Amazon Dash

Receives items
next morning

Shares experience
with other
soccer moms

Check out Staff

ooking Connection
Design

Cooking ware
Energy supply

HR Training

Payment system
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SERVICE BLUEPRINT:
MIGUEL, THE MILLENIAL

Fridge

Physical
Evidence

Food

Smartphone

Car

Computer

Smartphone

Smartphone

Computer

Car

Car

Walkie Talkie

Places order
for Curside

Keeps
working

Leaves
work

Parks and goes
inside HEB

Requests
a Foodie

App

Channels

Store
Curbside
Website

User
Actions

Front
Stage

Wakes up early

Eats breakfast

Starts
shopping list

App

Drives to
work

Reaches
company

Works in IT

Eats at the
cafeteria while
finishing shopping
list

App

Back
Stage

Support
Service
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App

Staff

Pickers arrange
floor manager
order

IT

IT

IT

IT

Kiosk screen
Check out Station

Asks Carolina
about meal for the
evening & samples
food

kie

s
e

Gets a

in Minutes”
Check “Meal
out Station

Kiosk screen

Checks out

Car

Curbside Area

Car

Goes to car

Gets a
“Meal in Minutes”

Drives to

Car’s
trunk
Curbside

Waits for groceries

Car

Kitchen

Gets itemsCookware
from
shopping
Recipelist
instructions

Car

Drives home

Tablet

Kitchen

Interface

Check out Staff

Asks Carolina
about meal for the
evening & samples
food

Car’s trunk

Curbside Area

Checks out

Check out Staff

Goes to car

Drives to
Curbside

Interface

“Meal in Minutes”
floor manager
Preparation

IT

Waits for groceries

Gets items from
shopping list

Curbside staff

Drives home

Organizes
items

Cooks dinner

Eats dinner
with friend

Shares in
Social Media

Curbside staff

Social Media

Pickers bring
floor manager
order

Social Content
floor manager
Manager

Skips doing
dishes

Goes to bed

IT
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SERVICE BLUEPRINT:
CAROLINA, THE H-E-B PARTNER

Employee room

Physical
Evidence

Employee entrance

Walkie Talkie

Walkie Talkie
Uniform

App

Channels

Store
Curbside
Website

User
Actions

Wakes up early

Eats breakfast

Takes the bus

Reaches
HEB

Front
Stage
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Gets changed

Receives brief
for the
from manager

Floor manager

Back
Stage

Support
Service

Greets other
employees

Starts shift

Interacts with
customers

Customers
(Miguel)

Provides advice
or directions

Customers

Reaches out to
other employees

Other employees

HR manager
floor manager

IT

IT

Reaches out to
other employees

Takes a break

Interacts with
customer

Provides advice
and directions

yees

Ends shift

Reports to
manager

Employee room

kie

ut to
oyees

Reaches out to
other employees

Walkie Talkie
Uniform

Customers
(Miguel)

Other employees

Takes a break

Interacts with
customer

Customers
(Miguel)

Provides advice
and directions

Customers

Reaches out to
other employees

Ends shift

Customers

Reports to
manager

Other employees

Gets dressed

Car pools

Goes home

Watches novela
while cooking for
the family

Eats dinner
with the family

Takes
night lessons

Goes to sleep

Other employees

IT
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“
In order to transition from research activities into design
activities, the development of key insights made it easy
for the team to understand what design criteria the
concept needed to live up to in order to be relevant
and viable for the client.

“
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Key Insights

101

Affinity Mapping
With research activities completed, the team found

Sticky Group Names

themes and patterns in the collected data in order to

A. Unique Consumer Interactions

create user centered insights and develop design

B. Strategically Designed Experiences

concepts. Each research category was carefully

C. What About Texas

analyzed and then brought together to develop the

D. Anticipating User Needs

key insights that would guide the development process.

E. Habitual Shoppers

The Affinity mapping process moves from individual

F. Online Shopping Behaviors

data points generated through research, to grouping

G. Brand Love

related data points, to developing larger themes from

H. In-store Experiences

the data across categories.

I. Perception is Reality
J. Nostalgia
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A

B

103

C

D

E

104

F

G

I

J

H
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Today’s consumers crave
a sense of belonging.

Shoppers want to believe
in the brands they shop.

Consumers identify
as ambicultural.

Powerful brands promote
citizenship above consumerism.

Powerful brands guide their
customers along the journey.

Personalization empowers
the consumer.

Brand loyalty extends beyond
the brick and mortar.

Trust grows through two-way
communication and collaboration
with consumers.

Contextual data is the key
to creating personal experiences.

Part of
the Group
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The
Conscious
Brand

Appreciating
the individual

Powerful brands act and
talk like people.

Consumers want to
uncomplicate their lives.

Visual storytelling is the most
engaging and shareable tool.

Digital experiences should
promote meaningful microinteractions.

Location based services unite
mobile solutions with everyday actions.

Millennials feel connected by
looking at social media.

Staggered content keeps features
from overwhelming the consumer.

New technology helps brands
anticipate consumer needs.

Time-crazed consumers need
engaging, high quality visuals,
and icons, to save time.

Humanized
Digital
Experience

Steamless
Interaction

The Power
of Visuals
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“
At the fifth week we welcomed the client back to Savannah
and caught them up on our progress. We presented our
research activities, what we learned from each, the
developed key insights and initial concepts. The initial
concepts centered around the creation of HEBadges and
HEB Coin to fuel consumer interactions. From here the team
developed a clear way forward with the client’s feedback.

“
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The Midterm

109

110

4

1
3
2

1. Kaushik and Siji, listen intently to the presenters.
2. Jay talks through the user journey via the encounter map.
3. Jing asks a question at the conclusion of the presentation.
4. Hugo presents the HEBadges and staggered content that
will not overwhelm the user.
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My HEB
The center for consumer interactions
in the game is a completely
personalizable “myHEB” where
an H-E-B shopper can fill
their cart, interact with the community,
and schedule their pick-up at a
curbside location.

Shopping
Experience
Inside a user’s “myHEB” the aisles
and shelves are personalized to their
specifications and preferences. Users
can swipe left and right to move up and
down the aisles and find items. They can
also scroll up and down to navigate the
entire store and find the aisle they want.
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HEBuddy
To continue the theme of the
personalization, users can also
create their own HEBuddy to host
other users who visit their myHEB.
The HEBuddy is customizable to
the user’s own specifications of color,
size, shape and items in the bag to
create the illusion of hair.

HEBadges
Badges were identified as a fun and
competitive way to encourage users to
explore the possibilities and capabilities
of a game. For myHEB, badges were
created in six categories: The Foodie,
The Samaritan, The Explorer, The True
Texan, The Socializer, and The Shopper.
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Coupon
To gamify the coupon collecting
experience, the team created a game
called Coupon Craze, where consumers
can steal coupons from their friends
when they are close to expiring. It
encourages consumers to interact
with each other while in the store if their
coupons get stolen by showing them who
is close-by with the coupons they need.

Profile
At the very base of the game, profile
creation by H-E-B consumers needs to
be an engaging and easy experience.
At the profile users can update their
preferences, check up on their friends
and see their progress on collecting
in-game items and badges. They can
also add and select shopping lists from
their history or recent in-store experiences.
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Other Ideas
The shopping experience was fully
developed from cooking connections to
organizing the refrigerated sections. The
team tried to connect the entire system
from H-E-B charity projects, recipes,
parents navigating the aisles in-store with
a child, to encouraging consumers to
discover and purchase new items through
a mystery box challenge based on Food
Network’s “Master Chef” game show.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1. Visiting Carolina’s H-E-B
2. Virtual Bricks
3. Recipe Picker
4. Child Mode
5. Car Mode
6. Mystery Box
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FEEDBACK
FROM CLIENTS
During the mid-term presentation the team
showed a good comprehension and connection
to the H-E-B brand. The client verified our
research and consumer understanding
as accurate. On the other hand, the client
requested the team to focus on a game rather
than on a multi-channel system.

“We want a Game.“
-- Bill Triplett

1
A Place That Doesn’t Exist
• No need for mobile app for
in-store interactions
• Focus on online shopping
(no connection to in-store)

2

A Wild Ride
• Take the consumer on a journey
• Allow them to escape from the
realities of grocery shopping
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3

A Fun and Enjoyable
Experience
• Push social interactions
• Simplified experience for
certain user groups:
include traditional
shopping options

Midterm
Feedback

4
Yes and...
• Anything you can think
of and more
• Platform: all kinds,
multiplatform
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DEVELOP
120 Initial Concepts
126 Client Meeting
132 Final Concepts

“
The team charged ahead armed with the feedback
from the client. The team explored out-of-this-world
experiences and conceived a wild ride for H-E-B
consumers. Each member developed game concepts
centered around the shopping experience and how it
could truly be a game for shopping.

“
120

Initial Concepts

121

122

5

2
3

1

4

6
7

1. Hugo explains his three
concepts during a critique.
2. Jing talks about the concepts
she developed around cooking
and planning meals.
3. Siji tells the team about her
concept based on Farmville,
where you grow and sell your
own produce.
4. All the concepts that were
chosen were fit together in one
large system.
5. Professor Gilbert explains
to the class what she has been
thinking about since our last
client meeting.
6. Professor Viladas shows
the class a concept that might
entice non-traditional gamers.
7. The class considered all the
concepts before moving forward
with development.
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1

3

4

5

2

1. Hugo pins up arrows to indicate a user’s
flow through the game.
2. Ana, Isaac and Professor Viladas think
through the business rationale for the game.
3. HEB World is the space where players can
explore different games and challenges
centered around food.
4. The visualization of a candy land themed
“myHEB” shows how a player might
customize their store and always be on the
lookout for special visitors like Dracula.
5. Haotian prepares the room for the next client visit.
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“
The team worked toward a second client
check-point, where we ensured that our
visions were aligned and we were producing
on schedule. With this visit, the team opened
Bill and Heather’s eyes to the possibilities
for development of the game. Not only was
the final direction proposed but also possible
technologies and platforms.

“
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Client Check-in
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128

1
2

3

4

1. Sandra introduces Heather and Bill to the
new and improved game concept.
2. Hugo discusses how the user can navigate
in and out of worlds.
3. Sandra explains the fishing mini games to
Heather and Bill.
4. Bill and Heather read through the key
performance indicators that the students
developed based on the requirements from
the project brief and key insights.
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2
1

4

1. Daniel takes Bill through a Google Cardboad
game that he developed.
2. Daniel explains the different

3

developmental directions this game
could take in terms of technology.
3. Heather takes a turn driving the
spaceship in virtual reality through
the Google Cardboard 3-D VR glasses.
4. Kaushik talks to Bill and Heather
about the team’s inspiration for
developing the various game concepts.
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“
With great input from Heather and Bill, the team got
to work on the final deliverable. In order to finalize the
concept the team split into production teams: a video
team came together to create an animated three-minute
pitch, a prototyping team formed to realize some of the
games, and a design specifications team nailed down
the details of the entire myHEB system.

“
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Final Concepts

133

1

2
4

6

7

3
5
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Key Learnings:
From log-in to check-out the customer journey
was transformed into that of a game. Setting
up their avatar with their preferences of
appearance, personalizing their H-E-B with
theme elements, customizing their street
view with different buildings and games; the
game is entirely personal.

8
9
1. Creating your avatar.
2. Navigating your street.
3. What sort of devices the team has in mind.
4. Collapsing the user interface.
5. Entering a user’s “myHEB”.
6. The city view of “Suburban Survivor”.
7. Storyboarded mini-games to show functionality
8. Zooming out to see the world of possibility.
9. Simple puzzles and strategy games.

( see more details following...)
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HEB Street

HEB Street

Interface

My HEB
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HEB City

Mini Games
Mini Games

Aisle Runner

H-E-B Hyperdrive

Combo Rush
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HEB World
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Mini Games
Mini Games

Fishing Games

Cooking Games

Stack it

Critical Mess

Space Shopping
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MyHEB
Castle
Fully customizable H-E-B owned by
the player. The user can enter it to
manage and decorate the interior,
as well as part-taking in minigames,
submitting recipes and quickly shopping
their frequently bought items. Its exterior’s
initially match the theme it was built in,
but more customization options are made
available as the customers explore the world,
play games, level up and make purchases.
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Sommelier
Tavern
An example of the “Connoisseur
Buildings”, they feature a specific
set of items and direct contact with
people who frequently shop them,
as well as partners specialized in
those items. Sommelier Tavern, for
instance, has wine-related items
as well as sommelier contacts and
videos about the H-E-B wineyards.

Cooking
Cauldron
The hub for the Foodies, cooking
minigames and user recipes. The
players can use the ingredients they
collected (through fishing, growing or
purchasing) to cook or play with the
featured recipe of the day, that requires
no ingredientto be used.

Fishing Hut
The go-to place for all seafood,
each fishing hut has different fishes
depending where in the H-E-B World
they are located. Items grown in the
garden or purchased can be used as
bait for fishing and players can fill their
fish encyclopedia with each new catch.
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Alchemist
Alcove
The inventor’s place: it is through
here that players customize
their H-E-B Street and unlock new
Connoisseur Buildings, Minigame
Buildings, customization options
and outfits, based on their badges,
levels, games played, world
exploration and, mainly, purchases.
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Carnival
Features fresh produce, with
different vendors for each
produce, giving the player more
information about the items and
providing videos about where they
are grown in the real world. Also
works as an easy way to access all
previously unlocked minigames.

Jousting
Arena
This special building is unlocked
by playing a lot of Medieval themed
shopping minigames, and lets players
access every Medieval game quickly
through one single place.

Expansion
The possibilities for
expansion are vast. The
game is designed to adapt
to future needs and grow as
players become more and
more familiar with it.
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DELIVER
148 Specification
172 Performance Indicators
182 Prototype
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This gamified system is intended to provide a unique online
shopping experience. As a well developed game, it has a
considerable level of complexity and its organic structure
is designed to keep expanding in time and adapting to new
circumstances, new customers or new technologies. For a
better understanding of the game and all its features, we have
developed:
•

a diagram of the system, in which all the different components
are displayed

•

an explanation of each of the most important screens, with the
corresponding features of the game

•

a set of indicators through which the game contributes to the
strategic goals of the brand

•

a visualization of such contribution, in which each goal is
represented by its corresponding icon

“

“

DELIVER
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MyHEB SYSTEM

Facebook

A systematic map that shows the different parts of the
gamified experience. The experience includes:
•

Avatar: Users can completely customize avatars to
represent their virtual selves. When playing, users can
unlock items that can be used to further customize their
virtual persona.

Greeted by Avatar

HEBUDDY HUNT
•

•

•

•
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HEB World: the entry point for customers to join the
gamified system. Users can select themes, visit different
locations, and set up their own HEB store based on their
preferences.
HEB City: space aligned with the chosen world
theme with features like the Foodie’s HEBs and
the Community Center.
HEB Street: A virtual street block that is fully
customizable by users. They can change add/remove
buildings (Connoisseur buildings, Minigame buildings)
change skins and add/remove different modules to
enable for quick access to certain features
(eg: quick access to a minigame).
User’s HEB: The main building in a user’s “HEB street”.
It is a fully personalized shopping space that allows
users to access features across the application
(eg: mini games, cooking connections).

SHOPPING LIST
FRIENDS
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
NOTIFICATIONS

HEB STREET
My neighbors
Minigame: Fish tank
Minigame: Building
Frequent items buildings

Email

LOG-IN

Ads

SIGN UP

AVATAR
MYHEB

Settings
Creates Avatar

Add Friends

HEBuddy

Preferences

My Avatar
Fridge

Location

Settings

History

Garden

Payment Info

Minigame:
Minigame: Combo Cruch
Crush
Badges

Videos
Recipes

Cooking Connections

WORLD

HEB CITY
Traditional Shopping
HEB Central

Minigame: Temple Run

Community Center
Foodie’s House
News + Radio
Minigame: Building
Famous people’s HEBs

Reserve community space
Minigame: Recipes
Shopping lists
Cooking Videos

Chooses themes

Events

Video
Shopping lists

HEB Central

Vanilla Village

Galactic Groceries

Scrapbook County

Fearful Forest

Marine Metropolis

Polar Peaks

Isla del Sol

Verno Victoria Village

Fantasy Fairgrounds

Brutal Badlands

Olympus Maximus

Survivor's Suburb

Buccaneer’s Bay

Shopping Shire

Arid Arabia
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MyHEB PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES
Based on the brief, we identified six main strategic
objectives that contribute to the value creation for the
HEB brand. Each part of the game contains features that
are linked to such strategic objectives and by playing
customers are helping achieving them. In order to
monitor these features we developed the set of Indicators
that will help measure the efficiency of the game at
contributing these strategic goals.
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To facilitate the comprehension of the whole
system, we have designed an icon for each of the
strategic goals and include it next to the explanation
of the features of the games for each screen.
At the end of this section, there is a diagram
that compiles this information in a synthetic way.

BROWSING

PURCHASING

SOCIALIZING

BEING ENTERTAINED

LEARNING

BUILDING LOYALTY

REGISTRATION AND LOG-IN PROCESS
Upon first opening the app, users must log-in or sign
up for an HEB account. The user can sign up using an email
address or via Facebook. If the user signs up through
Facebook, she will have the option to send out invitations to
her friends and set sharing permissions (if they would
like to autoshare badges, unlocks etc).

FACEBOOK ENABLED

When a user first signs in she will be prompted with a
few questions: How often she shops, what she mostly shops
for, her favorite foods, and dietary restrictions, etc.This will help
the system get an initial understanding of the user; tailoring
recommendations and content towards her.

Performance Indicators

Users can sign in using their Facebook accounts streamlining the
process of connecting and adding friends.

BEING ENTERTAINED

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

SOCIALIZING

Performance Indicators

Users can sign in using their Facebook accounts streamlining the
process of connecting and adding friends.

BEING ENTERTAINED

SOCIALIZING
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www.myheb.com

SIGN UP WITH FACEBOOK

or

Email Address

Password

Username

SIGN UP
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AVATAR
Performance
Indicators

BUILDING LOYALTY

SOCIALIZING

Users create and customize their HEB avatar. Players present
themselves in the game using powerful customization tools.
Upon first making their avatars, players can customize different
physical attributes (height, weight gender, eye color etc.). After
this, they can clothe and accessorize their avatars. At first they
are presented with only a few options to customize their outer
appearance and more are unlocked through play.

Earning badges, highscores or interacting with the app in special
ways will unlock more customization options. The type of item
awarded will depend on the action required to unlock it. Players
can express their personalities by unlocking and customizing
themselves to create their perfect online persona.
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INTERFACE
1

2

3
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1

SHOPPING LIST

Performance Indicators

Users will always have easy access to their shopping lists while exploring the
gamified system. The list can be opened from any of the app’s screens. Here they
can see their current shopping list, shopping list history and saved shopping lists.
They can select a previously built shopping list or make a new one and check
out. The app uses the user’s shopping list history to understand what products to
show during a game and what promotions the user would be interested in.
PURCHASING

2

SHARED SHOPPING LIST
Users can share their shopping lists with friends and family. The list can be
build in collaboration, and the final step, check out, can be split in between the
participants in various ways, either paying in exactly equal amounts, or just
paying for what they bought. Children can add items to their shopping list but
cannot make purchases. Parents can access their kid’s lists to purchase the
selected desired items.

3

FRIENDS
Players can add friends through Facebook and/or find new friends through the
game. They can view and share accomplishments, avatars, promotions and
product reviews. Players can challenge friends to compete on games’ scores and
invite them to visit their HEBs. Players can also choose to link their account with
friends and family. They can share shopping lists or buy groceries for them.

Performance Indicators

PURCHASING

SOCIALIZING

Performance Indicators

SOCIALIZING
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HEB WORLD

1

2

3

HEB World is the entry portal into the experience.
Being able to visit fantastical lands, space, and
mythologies players set up their favorite theme and
start their journey. HEB World encompasses
everything involved in the app.
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Customers are able to choose their own theme,
visit different locations while learning, shop at the
traditional HEB stores, and play games to browse
new items to add to their shopping lists.

1

THEMES

Performance Indicators

Users are able to use different themes in their HEB worlds.
Locations include fantastical lands spanning all ages and time.
Inside these locations players will find the minigames and
other spaces, giving them a reason to explore.
BEING ENTERTAINED

2

HEB CENTRAL

Performance Indicators

The players will be able to visit their HEB Central to access a
traditional shopping experience.

PURCHASING

3

LOCATION VIDEOS

Performance Indicators

Users can visit real world locations. Here they can learn about
how and where HEB gets their products from.
LEARNING
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HEB CITY

1

2

HEB city is a platform that follows the theme chosen by
the user. Customers will be able to visit the Community
Center building to keep track of regional events
and reserve the community room at their local HEB.
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The city will also contain special HEBs that belong
to the Foodies. Here users can watch cooking
videos and play cooking games to later add these
items to their shopping lists.

1

COMMUNITY CENTER

Performance Indicators

Through the community center HEB customers are able to
keep track of the events happening around their location.
At the same time, they can reserve the Community Space
at their local HEB.
LEARNING

2

FOODIE’S HEBs

Performance Indicators

Foodies have their own HEBs where users can find cooking
videos and access the cooking games. Through both of these
features users can add items to their shopping lists.

PURCHASING

LEARNING
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HEB STREET

2

4

1

3

A completely customizable space for users to add and remove
their favorite buildings including the minigame buildings and the
Connoisseur buildings. Players will spend a bulk of their time here
earning badges, playing mini games, and shopping for items.
Players can also visit, shop and view their friend’s HEBs, or
explore and find new HEBs.
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All the HEB Street buildings surround the user’s HEB. At the
same time, in the HEB Street, players can access their
garden where they grow produce and unlock earnings to
later add to their shopping lists, use in other mini games
Wand/or share with friends.

1

GARDEN
In the player’s personal garden she can plant, water, harvest and
manage crops. They can add harvested plants to their shopping lists
and learn more about the products. As players level up they earn
more plants, eventually leading to “wacky” and “fun” plants like a
“chicken nugget tree”. Players are introduced to new products and
promotions when finding seeds; seeds are rewards you make by
playing or as incentives to certain purchases. They can earn produce
with each crop: the same produce you harvest in the garden is added
to the shopping list for free; they can offer this gift to a friend (send it
to their shopping list) or keep it in their shopping list so that it is
delivered in the next purchase, Finally, they can share their
achievements in the garden (crops, rewards) with friends and invite
friends to visit the garden.

2

CONNOISSEUR BUILDINGS
Playing games, collecting badges and making recurring purchases
help users unlock new Connoisseur buildings. These buildings can be
placed in the HEB Street, around the user’s HEBs. The Connoisseur
buildings are one stop shops that help expedite the shopping experience. For example, a wine
connoisseur building would display the player’s favorite wines (based
on purchases) and suggest similar wines or promote new ones.

4

BUILDING LOYALTY

LEARNING

MINIGAME: FISH TANK
Players can find seafood items to add to their shopping lists while
playing the Fish Tank mini game. Players are first prompted to choose
where they would like to fish, each location would have its own unique
fishes. After a place is selected they can pack their fishing bag with
bait (which they grow in their garden, or find through fishing). As they
play, users can add fish they caught to their shopping list and choose
to learn more about each type of fish or different ways to cook it by
accessing the Cooking Connection.

3

Performance Indicators

FRIEND’S HEBs

Performance Indicators

BEING ENTERTAINED

BROWSING

PURCHASING

Performance Indicators

LEARNING

Performance Indicators

Players can visit their friends’ HEBs and HEB Streets. Thay can invite
friends to view and shop at their HEBss. Also, when exploring the HEB
World, they can discover other players and their HEBs.
PURCHASING

SOCIALIZING
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User’s HEB

FPO:

NEED NEW VIS

User’s HEB is a personalized shopping space for players.
Customization is done through the details provided by
players when they register through Facebook. They can
define their preferences and explain their special
dietary needs for the User’s HEBs.This information will be
used to customize the items that will no longer be displayd
providing a personalized experience. For example, a user
who is vegetarian will not see meat related items in the shop.
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Within their HEB, users can play the Combo Rush mini
game, access the Cooking Connection station, customize the store (theme and layout), and experience many
other features. They can also interact with the store’s
sections, replenishing stocks, interact with other customers and assign tasks for partners.

1

HEBuddy
My HEBuddy is the player’s customizable virtual pet. Players
use the same customization tools used for making the avatar.
Players can choose either the HEBuddy, Max the Beagle, or
his friends. Just like customizing their avatar, users unlock
accessories and clothes for their buddy. The player can also
play the “HEBuddy hunt” game. This is a scavenger hunt
game and can be used to introduce the user to the app
and all its features.

2

BADGES
Badges are earned through using the app. Playing games,
making purchases, using social features and exploring
the app will all earn the player badges. Badges unlock
customization and themes. They can also be shared on
Facebook or shown off to “In-app” friends.

3

COOKING CONNECTIONS

Performance Indicators

BEING ENTERTAINED

Performance Indicators

BUILDING LOYALTY

Performance Indicators

Players can save, search, discover and share recipes in their
Cooking Connections. This quick recipe access allows them to
add all items needed to their cart, instantly.
BEING ENTERTAINED
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COOKING GAME
1

3

2

The cooking minigame is a game where players are lead through
the process of making a recipe. They play through the various
important stages (Boiling pasta, cutting and cooking fish etc..).
Each step is played out as simple abstract interactions. For
example swiping, your finger across an apple to cut it or shaking
the phone to mix a salad.

Performance Indicators

BEING ENTERTAINED
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BROWSING

PURCHASING

CRITICAL MESS

The Critical Mess game is a dynamic way of shopping. Players roll an HEB

Performance Indicators

magnet around, collecting scattered items into an ever-growing ball. As
the ball increases in size it can pick up larger and larger items. These
items can be added to the shopping list. Through this game users are
able to discover new items.
BEING ENTERTAINED

BROWSING

PURCHASING
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COMBO RUSH
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1

2

3

Combo Rush is a match 3 minigame that is similar to “Candy
Crush”. Users play this “Match-3”esq game by bringing together
rows or columns of the same item. This item is then added to the
cart. The game will use shopping cart history to fill the screen up
with items the user wants to buy, as well as product promotions.
Players can also match any “Combo-Loco” deals by lining the
items in the combo loco up and discovering them. They can also
challenge friends for high scores or share highscores on Facebook.

4

5

Performance Indicators

BEING ENTERTAINED

BROWSING

PURCHASING
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AISLE RUNNER
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1

2

3

Aisle Runner is an endless runner similar to games like Temple
Run and Subway Surfers. Players and their avatars run through the
aisles of an infinity long HEB. They have to jump, duck and dodge
various obstacles while trying to find and pick up the items that they
would like to buy. When a player sees an item she like on an aisle,
she can bump into the aisle causing the item to fall right into her
cart. Coupons and ComboLoco cards will also randomly appear. If
a player collects this she will learn about the offer on hand.

4

5

Performance Indicators

BEING ENTERTAINED

BROWSING

PURCHASING
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HEB HYPERDRIVE

The player is put in the midst of space. A broken spacecraft has all
its cargo floating about. Players try and grab as many of these as
they can. Items grabbed are added to their shopping carts.

Performance Indicators

BEING ENTERTAINED
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BROWSING

PURCHASING

STACK IT!
Performance Indicators

BEING ENTERTAINED

BROWSING

PURCHASING
The Stack It! minigame is similar to Tetris. After checkout, users
are prompted to play the bagging minigame. They are presented
with a shopping bag; the items bought slowly fall down from the
top of the screen. These items are encompassed by a simple Tetris
block. Players can move and rotate the pieces before they hit the
bottom of the screen, trying to fit each piece as best as they can.
They also have to try and fit the more “fragile” objects (like eggs)

without getting them crushed. Special and promotion items will also
drop down from time to time. Bagging these items will reward the
player with an item in game. For example bagging a special can of
beans and getting bean seeds to use in the gardening minigame.
Coupons will also into the bag, informing the player of the different
promotions they can take advantage of for their next purchase.
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MyHEB STRATEGIC OUTCOMES
This diagrams summarises the indicators and the
features they analyze. The diagram is organized around
the 5 strategic goals that were defined at the beginning.
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Foodie’s MyHEB

Number of new items
added to the list

My HEBs

Number of new items
discovered

Mini games

Number of new items
added to the list

Location video

Number of new items
discovered

Browsing

Garden

Number of new items
discovered through seeds
Number of new items
added to the list
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Garden

World

Learning

Foodie’s MyHEB

Number of
plants (variety)

Number of videos seen in
"world" locations

Number of visits to
Foodie’s MyHEBs
Cooking videos views

HEB community
center
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Number of
crops harvested

Number of events
confirmed

Number of games played
Time spent in games

Games

Badges
Levels
Social media
engagement

Themes

Being
Entertained

Number of posts written
Number of posts shared

Number of
themes used
Number of games engaged
in through HEBuddy

HEBuddy

Number of iterations
Number of interactions

Cooking
Connection

Number of interactions
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Number of challenges
accepted
Number of earnings
offered as gifts
Number of shared
shopping lists

Interactions with
friends

Number of visits to
friend's MyHEB
Friends

Number of friends
Promotions
Invites

Socializing

Social media
sharing

Avatar sharing
Badges
Accomplishments

Facebook enabled
starting point

HEB Community
Center
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Number of shares
on Facebook

Number of friends added

Number of products
reviews

Number of shared invites

Number of community
space reservations

Total amount spent
Items shopped vs.
items on the list

Other people's
My HEB

Total amount spent
Shared shopping
lists

Items shopped vs.
items on the list
Number of finalized
purchases

Mini games

Purchasing

Cooking classes
videos

Amount spent/ time spent
Number of purchased items
from the mini game
Percentage of new items added
to the list and purchased (%)

Total amount spent
HEB Central

Number of finalized
purchases

Number of added items
from the mini game

Number of finalized
purchases
Number of items in the
recipe finally purchased
Number of items in the
recipe added to the list

Frequency of purchase
Total amount spent
Items shopped vs.
items on the list

Shopping list

Number of finalized
purchases
Coupons and
other promotions

Conversion rate
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Number of interactions
with garden
Growing garden

Garden’s age
Time spent on garden
(watering, tendering, harvesting)
Number of avatar linked
Number of shared
shopping lists

Linked avatar

Number of shared
interactions
Mini games

Time spent in games

Personal avatar

Number of iterations

Building
Loyalty
Connoisseur
building
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Number of iterations
Total time amount spent

Badges

Number of budges
collected

Coupons and
other promotions

Frequency of conversions
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METRICS

HEB Family

Avatar Creation
IP ownership
Source of new registration (Facebook, Web Ad, E-mail...)
Registration by day
Registration by week
Registration by city
Registration by neighborhood
Registration by age
Registration by gender
...
Information of particular user

My H-E-B

Log in

Social Media
Integration
Number of registration via Facebook promotion
Number of accounts linked with Facebook
Number of log-ins via Facebook by day
Number of log-ins via Facebook by week
Number of invites sent via Facebook
Number of registration via Facebook invites
Number of posts sent to Facebook
...
Number of shares received
Number of likes received
...

HEB World

Number of log-ins by day
Number of log-ins by week
Number of log-ins by particular user
Number of log-ins as child account
Average time spent by log-in
Number of inactive users (7-13 days)
Number of inactive users (14-30 days)
Number of inactive users (60 days+)
Number of users who never logged-in since registration
...

Number of theme played
Number of plays by theme
Global popularity by theme
...

H-E-B City

Cooking
Connection

Badges
Number of badges collected
Date of badges collected
Badges in fast progression
Badges in slow progression
...

Combo Rush
Number of plays by day
Number of plays by week
Time of play by day
Time of play by week
...
Average number of plays by log-in
Average time played by log-in
Number of combo collected by type
Number of combo dismissed by type
Number of combo purchased by type
...

Number of plays by day
Number of plays by week
...
Average number of plays by log-in
Average time played by log-in
Number of items added by recipe
Number of items purchased by type
...

Number of visists by day
Number of visis by week
...
Average time spent by log-in
Number of visits by log-in
...

Number of connections found
Number of connections made
Number of invites sent
Number of interactions with family by day
...

HEB Central (Traditional Store)
Number of visits by day
Number of visits by week
...
Number of visits by log-in
Number of purchase by log-in
...

Community Center
Number of visits by da
Number of visits by week
...
Number of visits by log-in
Number of interactions with other users
Number of posts sent to Facebook
...

Sandra`s HEB
Garden
Number of visists by day
Number of visis by week
...
Average time spent by log-in
Number of visits by log-in
Number of customization acted
Average number of customization by visit
...

Number of plays by day
Number of plays by week
Average time spent by play
...
Average number of plays by log-in
Average time played by log-in
Coupons collected by type
Coupons dismissed by type
Item purchased by type
...

Legend: Collective Indicators | Individual Indicators
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SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL METRICS
Shopping List
Item purchased by item
Recommended item purchased by item

Shared Shopping List
Number of shopping lists shared
Number of shopping lists shared by week
Number of shopping lists shared by month
Number of shopping list shared by user
...

Check-out
Number of bagging game played by day
Number of bagging game played by week
Average time spent by play
...
Number of bagging game played by log-in
Average time spent by play
...

SANDRA MONTALVO

Foodie’s House
Number of visits by day
Number of visits by week
...
Number of visits by log-in
Number of interactions Foodie
Number of purchases made
Item purchased by type
...

Friends` HEB
Number of visits by day
Number of visits by week
...
Number of visits by log-in
Number of purchases made
Item purchased by type
...

Purchasing

Learning

Building Loyalty

Fishing

Number of plays by day
Number of plays by week
Average time spent by play
...
Average number of plays by log-in
Average time played by log-in
Coupons collected by type
Coupons dismissed by type
Item purchased by type
...

Cellar
Number of plays by day
Number of plays by week
Average time spent by play
...
Average number of plays by log-in
Average time played by log-in
Coupons collected by type
Coupons dismissed by type
Item purchased by type
...

Being Entertained

Browsing

Socializing
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My

Http://tinyurl.com/hebclc
groceryrevolution
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